This paper describes a new powerful statistical language model based on N-gram model for Japanese speech recognition. In English, a sentence is written word-by-word. On the other hand, asentence in Japanese has no word boundary character. Therefore. a Japanese sentence requires word segmentation by morphemic analysis before the construction of word N-gram. We propose an N-gram based language model which requires no word segmentation. This model uses character string patterns as units of N-gram. The string patterns are chosen from the training text according to a statistical criterion. We canied out several experiments to compare perpledies of the proposed and the conventional models. which showed the admntage of our model. For many of the readers' interest, we applied this method to English text. A s the result of a preliminary eqeriment, the proposed method got better performance than conventional word trigram.
Introduction
Markov model based statistical language model (N-gam) is very popular among continuous speech recognition. In English and many other languages; a word or a word dsss i s often used as a unit of N-gram. It is natural because an English sentence is described word-by-word. The process to divide a sentence into words is quite simple because word boundaries are indicated by space characters. On the other hand, a sentence has no word boundary indicator in Japanese and several Asian languages. Fiyre 1 shows an example of a Japanese sentence and its word boundary. Suppose if aa English sentence were vzitten as 'ShowelOAMflightsfromB ostontoDenverandhomnuchtheycost" . Therefore: word segmentation by morphemic analpis is indispensable for wordbyword processing of Japanese text. Several Japanese morphemic analyzers are alailable and they are used as preprocessors of machine translation. information retrieval and other natural language processings. In the field of continuous speech recognition, a morphemic analyzer was used to make Japanese word N-gram[l]. Criteria o€ what to be a word are different between anal-pas. This means that a string an analyzer takes as one word might be regarded as two words by another analyzer. This problem arises from the fuzziness of Japanese 5ord". There is no co11sensus of the de& nition of word among Japanese grammarians.
At the viewpoint of statistical language model, there is no evidence that woxd N-gram model is optimal.
To avoid the problems around morphemic analysis: several models are proposed to use sub-word unit (phoneme [2] , syUable [3] or character [4] ) as the unit of N-gram. Among these models, character N -g a m is simple and effective. This model, however: might be weaker as a linguistic constraint than word N-gram because a character is shorter than a word. This problem can be solved by making N large: but it causes other problems about calculation time, memory space and probability estimation. 
N-gram by string pattern
A written Japanese sentence is regarded as a sequence of characters. In the conventional word segmentation by morphemic analysis. word boundaries of the sequence are decided using a dictionary and rules, which are given a priori. In the proposed method. items in the dictionq are chosen from the training test using a statistical criterion, and simple longest-match rule is applied for the segmentation. We examined follon5ng three criteria to select string patterns. We used human-to-human dialog corpus from 4 S J continuous speech database for training and testing the models. Size of the corpus is shown in Table 1 . This corpus was divided into words manually to construct the word N-gram.
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The results of the ex--eriment are shown in Table 2 . "avg. la." in the table shows the average length of patterns in 
3).
This result means that character N-gam model is more robust than word N-gram: and string pattern N-gam is better than them.
Experiment 2 -Effect of corpus size
A s the corpus used in eqerimeat 1 was not very large. we investigate the performance of the proposed method for larger corpus. We used EDR corpus. which has about 5 million Japanese words. K e used the training and test sentences shown in Table 3 . In this eqeriment: traditional word Ngram, character K-gram and the proposed model were compared. The frequency-based criterion was used to select string pattern. which showed best performance in the last experiment.
The experimental result is shown in Table 4 . The best result m= obtained when 2000 patterns are selected using the proposed model. This result proved that the perplexity of the proposed model 5 lower than the traditional models even for the larger corpus. Moreover, the improvement was greater than the result for the small corpus.
Experiment 3 -Application to

English text
The proposed model groups characters into a pattern -a pseudo-word. This model can be naturally applied to group words into a pseudo-phrase. Several models are proposed to group words automaticallp(5: 91. -4s the proposed model is much simpler than them, it can be applied to very large corpus. Figure 3 shows an English sentence and subsequences of word (word string patterns) contained in the sentence. Same as the model explained in exierimart 1: occurrence of all word string pattern up to 6 words in the training sentence is counted. Then the patterns with high frequency are CYtracted as pseudo-phrase. and the longest-match based analysis is carried out on the training and test sentences.
We d e d to d e pseudo-phrases using small corpus. The training and test sentences are English part of ATR speech database. This corpus is a collection of keyboard dialogs about international conference. The size of the corpus is shown in Table 3 .
The experimental result is shown in Table 6 . In this experiment. the best result was obtained when 230 patterns are selected. While the improvement was not very drastic in this experiment. we expect more improvement for larger corpora. Examples of selected word string pattern are shown in Figure  4 .
Summary
A new statistical language model for Japanese test is proposed. This model uses string patterns instead of words and characters for the unit of N-gam. From the experimental results. it vas found that the simplest fkequency-based selection of string pattern mas best. and more improvement was obtained for the larger corpus. We applied this model to English text. which improved the traditional word-based trigram.
